Grooming with the Stars 2017
Monday May 15, 2017 2pm to 4:30pm
Crowne Plaza, Warwick RI
EISA will offer a fantastic opportunity for Irish setter owners to learn grooming/finishing techniques on their dogs at
the 2017 ISCA National in Warwick, Rhode Island.
We have assembled a team of six groomers who are known for their skills in presenting the Irish setter to perfection:
Adam Bernardin, Michelle DeChambeau, Anne Marie Kubacz, Peter Kubacz, Katie Shepard & Suzie Schafer.
Participants: $50, limited to 30

Observers: $35 Sign up using the RSVP form please.

Grooming with the Stars will provide you with hands on mentoring while you groom your dog. The instructors will
demonstrate techniques and help you learn how to accomplish them on your dog. The team of 3 instructors per group
will rotate to participants and observers divided in to 2 groups.
Emphasis will be placed on refining grooming skills. Dog should be groomed no less than 3 weeks before the
seminar. Participants should let hair grow on their Irish setters in areas where you have trouble blending or
want to try new techniques.
Topics include
 learning the correct tools to use when grooming and hand stripping the Irish setter
 blending problem areas like neck/shoulders
 trimming hocks & feet
 how to enhance the visual picture of your dog's anatomy
 deciding what underline to put on your dog and why
 how to approach nail grinding for a positive experience for your dog.
If one of the things you as a participant wants to learn is how to decide and achieve the right underline for your
dog, be sure your dog’s feathering is freshly bathed and blown out JUST BEFORE the clinic STARTS! It is
impossible to achieve the right choice on a dog that is not clean and FRESHLY blown out.
Seminar will start PROMPTLY at 2pm. Participants, please allow plenty of time to set up your grooming table and
equipment.
Schedule of Grooming with the Stars seminar
1:30pm-2pm

registration: check-in for all participants/observers
participants setup their grooming tables/supplies

2pm-2:15pm

Insight from participants about what they'd like to accomplish & info from instructors

2:15pm-3:15

1st rotation

3:20pm-4:20pm

2nd rotation

4:20pm-4:30pm

wrap up

For more information contact Anne Marie Kubacz 908 216 2357 (cell) or email questions to rsetter@att.net

